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Abstract

Stresses induced in the crust and mantle by continental-scale ice sheets during glacia-

tion has triggered earthquakes along pre-existing faults, commencing near the end of the

deglaciation. In order to get a better understanding of the relationship between glacial load-

ing/unloading and fault movement due to the spatio-temporal evolution of stresses, a com-

monly used model for glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) is extended by including a fault

structure. Solving this problem is enabled by development of a workflow involving three

cascaded finite-element simulations. Each step has identical lithospheric and mantle struc-

ture and properties, but evolving stress conditions along the fault.

The purpose of the first simulation is to compute the spatio-temporal evolution of re-

bound stress when the fault is tied together. An ice load with a parabolic profile and simple

ice history is applied to represent glacial loading of the Laurentide Ice Sheet. The results of

the first step describes the evolution of the stress and displacement induced by the rebound

process. The second step in the procedure augments the results of the first, by computing

the spatio-temporal evolution of total stress (i. e. rebound stress plus tectonic background
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stress and overburden pressure) and displacement with reaction forces that can hold the

model in equilibrium. The background stress is estimated by assuming that the fault is in

frictional equilibrium before glaciation. The third steps simulates fault movement induced

by the spatio-temporal evolution of total stress by evaluating fault stability in a subrou-

tine. If the fault remains stable, no movement occurs; in case of fault instability, the fault

displacement is computed.

We show an example of fault motion along a 45◦-dipping fault at the ice-sheet centre for

a two-dimensional model. Stable conditions along the fault are found during glaciation and

the initial part of deglaciation. Before deglaciation ends, the fault starts to move, and fault

offsets of up to 22 m are obtained. A fault scarp at the surface of 19.74 m is determined.

The fault is stable in the following time steps with a high stress accumulation at the fault

tip. Along the upper part of the fault, GIA stresses are released in one earthquake.

Key words: Glacial isostatic adjustment; Fault; Finite element modelling; Flexural

stresses; ABAQUS
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1 Introduction1

In the Earth’s crust, stress can be subdivided into tectonic background stress, over-2

burden pressure, and pore-fluid pressure. The superposition of the first two and the3

variation of the third part are factors in controlling movement along faults [e. g.4

Twiss & Moores, 2007]. Furthermore, stresses due to sedimentation and erosion5

contribute to the total stress field. In deglaciated regions, an additional stress must6

be considered: the rebound stress, which is related to rebounding of the crust and7

mantle after deglaciation [e. g. Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a, Wu, 1996].8

During the growth of a continental ice sheet, the lithosphere under the ice load is9

deformed into the mantle and the removal of the ice load during deglaciation initi-10

ates a rebound process. The uplift is well known in formerly glaciated areas, e. g.11

North America and Scandinavia, and in currently deglaciating areas, e. g. Alaska,12

Antarctica, and Greenland. The whole process of subsiding and uplifting during the13

growth and melting of an ice load and all related phenomena is known as glacial14

isostatic adjustment (GIA).15

During the process of glaciation, the surface of the lithosphere is depressed un-16

derneath the ice load and compressional flexural stresses are induced in the upper17

lithosphere, whereas the bottom of the lithosphere experiences tensional flexural18

stresses [e. g. Adams, 1989a, Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a]. An additional vertical stress19

due to the ice load is present, which decreases to zero during deglaciation [e. g. Wu20

& Hasegawa, 1996a]. During rebound, flexural stresses relax slowly. These stresses21

are able to change the original stress directions and regime [Wu, 1996].22

In a thrusting background stress regime with the maximum principal stress in the23

horizontal direction and the minimum principal stress in the vertical direction, the24

stresses of flexure and vertical loading lead to stable conditions along a fault dur-25
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ing loading [Johnston, 1987], and unstable conditions during deglaciation and af-26

terwards [Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a,b]. This stress regime is dominant in formerly27

glaciated continental areas; however, in some areas normal or strike-slip regimes28

occur [e. g. Adams, 1989b, Wu, 1996, 1997, Heidbach et al., 2008, Lund et al.,29

2009, Mazzotti & Townend, 2010, Steffen & Wu, 2011, Steffen et al., 2012].30

In the presence of ice, the vertical load increases the minimum principal stress, but31

horizontal stress (maximum principal stress) is also increased due to flexure. After32

glacial maximum, the mass of the ice load decreases and the vertical stress induced33

by this load decreases to zero at the end of the deglaciation. But at this time point,34

the flexural stress in the horizontal direction still exceeds the initial state, leaving an35

additional stress in the crust that is able to reactivate a pre-existing fault structure36

[Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a].37

Several faults with high fault scarps, which document the occurrence of large earth-38

quakes during and after the end of deglaciation, have been identified in North Amer-39

ica and Europe [e. g. Kujansuu, 1964, Lagerbäck, 1978, Olesen, 1988, Dyke et al.,40

1991]. Field investigations indicate that post-glacial unloading and rebound led to41

the formation or re-activation of faults in continental shields [e. g. Lagerbäck, 1978,42

Adams, 1989a]. Furthermore, a formerly glaciated area is generally characterized43

by moderate seismic activity today.44

During the last 15 years, various numerical models have been developed to simu-45

late the occurrence of earthquakes during the glacial period. Of these, two different46

types of models exist to investigate fault stability. The first type has been employed47

by Wu [1996, 1997], Wu & Hasegawa [1996a,b], Johnston et al. [1998], Klemann48

& Wolf [1998], Lund [2005] and Lund et al. [2009] using either the finite-element49

methodology (FEM) or spectral method. These models are based on general GIA50

models including crust and mantle; they have no explicit fault structure, but con-51
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sidered instead virtual faults, which have no effect on the surrounding stress or52

displacement. This approach is normally used to analyse the isostatic adjustment53

process in a viscoelastic Earth, in which the lateral boundaries do not have any54

plate velocity applied. Stress changes and stability of pre-existing faults are eval-55

uated at assumed fault locations [Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a]. Since, fault surfaces56

are not included in these models, the estimation of the total stress is made after the57

modelling of GIA (see Section 2). Therefore, it is not possible to obtain fault slip58

values with these types of models without modifications.59

The rebound stress obtained from these models is combined with the horizontal and60

vertical background stresses, which are taken into account in the computation of61

fault stability. Assuming a thrusting tectonic background stress regime, the area be-62

low an ice sheet tends to be stable during glaciation and deglaciation, but becomes63

unstable immediately after the end of deglaciation [Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a]. Con-64

versely, faults in a normal or strike-slip regime are stable after deglaciation, but65

may be unstable during glaciation [Wu & Hasegawa, 1996a]. A comparison of the66

present day stress orientation in northeastern Canada inferred from focal mecha-67

nism data with predictions from this class of GIA models exhibits large differences68

indicating that these GIA models do not adequately capture stress changes due to69

local fault zones [see Steffen et al., 2012].70

The second type of GIA induced faulting models was developed by Hetzel & Ham-71

pel [2005], Hampel & Hetzel [2006] and Hampel et al. [2009]. These models in-72

clude a real fault, but only consist of a lithospheric layer that has horizontal plate73

velocities prescribed at the lateral boundaries. However, the process of glaciation74

and deglaciation depends not only on the lithosphere but also on the underlying75

mantle. Therefore, the inclusion of a deeper mantle in the models is necessary to76

obtain correct displacement and stress values for the GIA process. Thus, although a77
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fault is already included in these models, fault movement is partially driven by the78

horizontal plate velocities and rebound stress is not completely taken into account.79

The results by Hampel et al. [2009] show stable conditions along the fault during80

glaciation for a thrusting regime. During and after the end of deglaciation the fault81

starts to move.82

In general, both type of models yield similar results. However, the former models83

do not include an explicit fault, while the latter models do not include the influence84

of the deeper mantle or rebound stress. Therefore, both models provide only an ap-85

proximate representation of fault movement in formerly glaciated areas.86

In this study, we will present a new two-dimensional (2D) model based on the87

ABAQUS FEM [Hibbitt et al., 2011], which combines the aforementioned model88

types by using a defined fault in a general GIA model. The purpose of this paper is89

to present a new approach, which allows the estimation of fault slip and activation90

time under realistic rebound conditions. As this is a preliminary investigation, it91

is not our goal to match modelled results to observed data; consequently detailed92

earth and ice models are not considered. Rather, our aim is to extend and adapt93

existing GIA models for fault slip estimation.94

The theoretical background of fault stability and the application of FEM for GIA95

purposes is discussed in the following two sections. In the fourth section, the model96

setup is summarized. This is followed by results for a simple example that includes97

a fault.98

2 Stress analysis99

In order to evaluate the stability of a fault in a GIA model we need to model the100

spatio-temporal evolution of the stress. The state of stress in a region is described101
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by the magnitude of vertical and horizontal stresses, and in an area affected by GIA,102

this consists of the overburden pressure, tectonic background stress, and a rebound103

component to be determined by the model.104

2.1 Fault stability105

In a stable crust, where no faults exist, rebound stresses are not large enough to106

fracture rocks and generate earthquakes [e. g. Quinlan, 1984]. However, the crust107

is not always in a stable state, because it is interspersed with fractures and faults108

that constitute zones of weaknesses [e. g. Twiss & Moores, 2007]. The stress con-109

ditions in weak but stable, zones in a rock mass can be represented by using a Mohr110

diagram (Fig. 1).111

Figure 1112

The line of failure (black and red lines in Fig. 1) gives information about the sta-113

bility and frictional behaviour of a fault or rock mass, and relates the shear stress114

τ to the normal stress σn. The difference in shear stress between line of failure and115

Mohr circle is used to estimate the stability of the crust or a fault, which is known116

as the Coulomb Failure Stress (CFS) [Harris, 1998]. The CFS at a specific normal117

stress σn is defined as:118

CFS= τ − τ ′,

= τ − (µ ( σn − Pf ) + C ),

=
σ1 − σ3

2
| sin 2Θ| − µ

(

σ1 + σ3

2
+

σ1 − σ3

2
cos 2Θ

)

+ µPf − C,

=
σ1 − σ3

2
( | sin 2Θ| − µ cos 2Θ ) − µ

σ1 + σ3

2
+ µPf − C. (1)

In equation (1), negative CFS values indicate stable conditions and a change to pos-119
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itive values refers to a change from stability to instability along the fault, creating120

a state where earthquakes may occur.121

The CFS depends on the maximum (σ1) and minimum (σ3) principal stresses, an122

angle Θ, which is related to the angle of the fault α, coefficient of friction µ, cohe-123

sion C, and pore-fluid pressure Pf (see below).124

The angle Θ in equation (1) is related to α [Twiss & Moores, 2007]:125

2Θ = 180◦ − 2α − arctan
(

2S13

S11 + S33

)

, (2)

with Sij ({i, j} = {1, 3}) as the components of the stress tensor. The last term126

in this equation depends on the stress regime and describes the change of σ1 with127

respect to the horizontal or vertical direction. In an undisturbed thrust/reverse or128

normal stress state, with σ1 and σ3 being horizontal and/or vertical, the shear stress129

component S13 is zero, and equation (2) becomes 2Θ = 180◦ − 2α.130

2.2 Overburden pressure131

The overburden pressure is the weight of the overlying rocks. It depends upon on132

the gravity glayer and density ρlayer of the rocks lying above a depth z. Furthermore,133

the effect of fluid-filled pore spaces (Pf ) in the rock contributes to the overburden134

pressure. The overburden pressure is described by [Twiss & Moores, 2007]:135

SV =
∫

ρlayer glayer dz − Pf =
∫

(1 − λf) ρlayer glayer dz, (3)

with λf as the ratio of fluid to rock density and is the same for all tectonic back-136

ground regimes. This equation involves the assumption that the pore pressure is a137

linear function of the overburden pressure.138
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2.3 Tectonic background stress139

The tectonic background stress includes both the maximum horizontal background140

stress (SH ) and the minimum horizontal background stress (Sh). The latter can be141

similar in magnitude to the former, but might differ by several MPa depending on142

the tectonic environment.143

In several studies, the maximum horizontal background stress is calculated assum-144

ing that the fault was at frictional equilibrium before the onset of glacial cycles.145

Although, not all faults are optimally orientated [Abers, 2009]; the stress condi-146

tions generally assumed are for optimally orientated faults. For example, glacially147

induced faults (GIFs) generally have high angles of 50◦ to 80◦ [Fenton, 1994, Juh-148

lin et al., 2009, Brandes et al., 2012]. They are often assumed to have been active149

as normal faults before being reactivated as thrust faults [e. g. Adams, 1989a]. As150

steep dipping faults are not optimally orientated in a thrusting regime, the assump-151

tion of optimally orientated faults in such regions is not generally applicable and152

the horizontal background stress may depend on the fault angle. Thus, an equation153

for a generally oriented (including non-optimally oriented) fault at frictional equi-154

librium is needed.155

To obtain an equation for every fault angle, several assumptions have to be made. A156

rock mass with no fractures has a higher cohesion than pre-existing faults [Lanaro157

et al., 2006]. Furthermore, if no optimally orientated fault exists in this rock mass158

or has a higher cohesion, other faults with different angles might be reactivated159

[e. g. Abers, 2009]. To estimate the necessary amount of tectonic background stress160

to allow slip along non-optimally orientated faults, the fault is assumed to be in161

frictional equilibrium for all depths in the absence of any ice loads.162

The CFS is used to estimate the maximum horizontal component SH of the stress163
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in a thrusting regime:164

SH =
SV [µ − µ cos 2Θ + | sin 2Θ | ] + 2CFSBG − 2µPf + 2C

− [µ cos 2Θ + µ − | sin 2Θ | ]
, (4)

where CFSBG denotes the stability of the fault or rock mass before glaciation.165

For an optimally orientated fault angle, equation (4) reduces to the same equation166

as used commonly (e. g. Zoback & Townend [2001]). Furthermore, equation (4) is167

only valid along the fault plane. As no other constraints are given for the tectonic168

background stress in the crust in absence of faults, equation (4) is assumed to be169

applicable to other parts of the critically stressed crust [Zoback & Townend, 2001].170

The assumption of large magnitudes for the tectonic background stress is one171

scenario allowing non-optimally orientated faults to break. Other time-dependant172

changes in the pore-fluid pressure or cohesion are possible. However, neither of the173

latter scenarios can be realized in our FE model, as cohesion cannot be defined for174

a fault surface in ABAQUS, and the change in pore-fluid pressure with time due to175

glaciation and deglaciation is insufficiently studied.176

2.4 GIA stress obtained from ABAQUS177

Several methods have been developed to model the process of GIA [see Steffen &178

Wu, 2011, for a review]. Each method has its own advantages and disadvantages,179

but in general, all methods give reasonably similar results [Spada et al., 2011].180

The FEM has become more popular because it can take into account non-linear181

rheology [Wu, 1999, van der Wal et al., 2010] and lateral heterogeneities such as182

lateral viscosity [Wang & Wu, 2006, Wu et al., 2013] and density variations [Ni &183

Wu, 1998, Schmidt et al., 2012]. Our methodology is based on the approach by Wu184

[2004].185
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In commercial FE packages [e. g. ABAQUS; Hibbitt et al., 2011] the equation of186

motion,187

∇ · S = 0, (5)

is solved with S as the stress tensor. However, this equation is not applicable to188

geophysical problems involving elastic deformation of long wavelengths [Cathles,189

1975, Wu, 1992, 2004]. If inertial force, self-gravitation, and internal buyoancies190

are neglected, the momentum equation in geophysical applications for a flat Earth191

is of the form [Wu, 2004]:192

∇ · SGIA − ρ0 g0∇ uz = 0, (6)

where ρ0 and g0 represent the density and gravity for the initial background state,193

and uz is the vertical component of the displacement vector. The last term repre-194

sents the advection of pre-stress, which means that the initial stress state is carried195

along with the particle as deformation proceeds [Wu, 2004]. The momentum equa-196

tion is valid for material compressibility as the buoyancy effect is neglected [Kle-197

mann et al., 2003, Bängtsson & Lund, 2008].198

The difference between equation (5) and equation (6) has to be solved, when using199

commercial FE packages for GIA analyses. It was shown by Wu [2004], that the200

creation of a new stress tensor SFE is necessary:201

S
FE = S

GIA − ρ0 g0 uz I, (7)

where I denotes the identity matrix. The product of vertical displacement and the202

identity matrix in the second term of equation (7) changes to the gradient of the203

vertical displacement by application of the divergence operator. Equation (6) can204

be rewritten as205

∇ · SFE = 0, (8)
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which is identical to equation (5).206

Stress obtained from FE models (SFE) can then be modified to a GIA stress using207

S
GIA = S

FE + ρ0 g0 uz I. (9)

Only the diagonal components of the stress tensor are modified, whereas the shear208

stress components from the FE model are not changed.209

The transformation of the stress and the basic equation of motion provide several210

boundary conditions, which are summarized in Wu [2004]. However, the displace-211

ment is not affected by the transformation. The method has already been applied212

in several studies, e. g. Wu [1992, 1996, 1997], Wu & Hasegawa [1996a,b], Lund213

[2005], Wu [2009], Brandes et al. [2012], and Schmidt et al. [2012].214

The total stress is then estimated as the combination of rebound stress determined215

by the GIA model and background stress. The stress tensor in ABAQUS (SFE)216

consists of the three diagonal elements SFE
11

, SFE
22

, and SFE
33

, while the shear stress217

elements depend on the dimension of the model. In a 2D model, only one additional218

stress SFE
12

is required, whereas in a 3D model all three shear stress components219

(SFE
12

, SFE
13

, and SFE
23

) are used.220

The stress in the model is initiated by the command ”*initial conditions,221

type=stress, unbalanced stress=step”, which is followed by the number of an222

element and its corresponding stress values (defined below): Element-Number,223

S
FE,mod
11 , S

FE,mod
22 , S

FE,mod
33 , S

FE,mod
12 , S

FE,mod
13 , S

FE,mod
23 . This line is repeated for224
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all elements, where a stress tensor is defined:225

S
FE,mod
11 = −

(

−
(

SFE
11

+ (ρlayer glayer uz)
)

+ SH

)

, (10)

S
FE,mod
22 = −

(

−
(

SFE
22

+ (ρlayer glayer uz)
)

+ SV

)

, (11)

S
FE,mod
33 = −

(

−
(

SFE
33

+ (ρlayer glayer uz)
)

+ Sh

)

, (12)

S
FE,mod
12 = −

(

−SFE
12

)

, (13)

S
FE,mod
13 = −

(

−SFE
13

)

, (14)

S
FE,mod
23 = −

(

−SFE
23

)

. (15)

The first term on the right side of equations (10) to (15) is the stress due to an226

ice load obtained from a GIA model in ABAQUS, without any modifications. The227

second term on the right side of equations (10) to (12) is needed to convert the228

output from ABAQUS to rebound stress (after equation (9)), and depends on den-229

sity and gravity of the layers, and the vertical displacement from ABAQUS. The230

third term in equations (10) - (12) is the background stress. The third normal stress231

tensor component (SFE
33

) has no effect on the fault movement in a 2D model. Fur-232

thermore, the shear stress components SFE
12

, S
FE,mod
13 and S

FE,mod
23 are not changed233

by the GIA transformation and background stress components.234

Stress values obtained and used by ABAQUS are negative for compressional con-235

ditions and positive for tensional regimes. In contrast, the geologic sign conven-236

tion typically prescribes compressional stresses with a positive sign and tensional237

stresses are negative. To combine both of these sign conventions, the GIA stress238

S
GIA is multiplied by -1, which results in positive stresses, and the horizontal239

background stress or overburden pressure are added, which are positive. The ob-240

tained positive total stress is used in fault stability calculations.241
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3 Methodology242

Our goal is to develop a model that simulates the GIA process and releases stress243

along faults. The implementation of an open fault contact in GIA models alters244

the estimates of GIA stress distribution and evolution. Therefore, it is useful to245

create a second model to capture the total stress and generate reaction forces. The246

stresses and the reaction forces are input to a third model where the fault is opened247

and the slip and the associated changes in stress are modelled. An inclusion of an248

open fault contact into the GIA model directly is not possible due to the differences249

in solving of the equation of motion between ABAQUS and GIA. Therefore, a250

cascaded three part workflow has to be created (Fig. 2), where all models have251

the same layers, material properties, elements, nodes, foundations, and boundary252

conditions. The sides of all models are fixed in the horizontal direction, and no253

velocities are applied.254

In ABAQUS, a fault surface is defined by element faces acting upon each other,255

whereas the element faces on opposite sides are defined by different nodes with256

the same coordinates. One fault surface should consist of at least two elements on257

each side of the fault. A fault is included in all three models; however, the fault is258

not allowed to move in the first and second model. Here, the fault surface is tied259

together, and no movement can occur. In the third model, the fault surface is open260

and surface parameters are defined. The coefficient of friction µ is assigned a value261

based on static friction and is the only surface parameter used in this study. The262

cohesion cannot be defined between two fault surfaces and is thus neglected. All263

fault commands are only allowed to be included in the model setup of an ABAQUS264

input file. Fault commands in the step procedure cannot be used; therefore, if the265

behaviour of the fault is changed, a new model must be created.266
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Figure 2267

The methodology of including a fault into a GIA model is described in more detail268

below and is depicted in Fig. 2:269

[1] The first model (model 1) follows the commonly used GIA models [e. g. Wu270

& Hasegawa, 1996a, Lund, 2005]. The earth model, consisting of a litho-271

sphere and underlying mantle, is loaded by an ice model. In this study only272

one glacial cycle is used. The displacement and stress tensor components are273

computed for all times during glacial loading and unloading and results are274

written to an output file at the end of each time point. At this point, model 1275

itself is in quasi-static equilibrium. The fault surface is tied together so that no276

movement can occur (definition in ABAQUS in this study: *Tie, name=fault-277

gia, adjust=yes, type=SURFACE TO SURFACE). The complete model 1 is278

run before the next step is used. At this point it is possible to use any kind279

of GIA model, as only the output is used further and an open fault contact is280

not included. Therefore, there is no feedback from a stress and displacement281

change due to fault slip to the GIA model.282

[2] The output of model 1 is extracted for each time point, and the full stress tensor283

is calculated following equations (10) to (15). The new stress field is used to284

evaluate the stability at each element. The fault stability is then calculated as285

the mean value between all elements acting against each other along the fault286

surface. If CFS along this fault is positive, a second and third model (model287

2 and 3) are created. A negative fault stability indicates stable conditions, and288

the output from the next time point is evaluated (see step [7]). The evolution289

of fault stability also includes the stress changes that occurred due to any fault290

slip.291
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[3] Model 2 consists of the same material and layer properties as model 1, and292

the fault is still tied. This model is created for each time point obtained from293

model 1 for which a positive CFS is obtained. No ice load is applied, and the294

displacement from model 1 is used to define new nodal coordinates. The other295

output parameter, the stress tensor, is changed to a total stress as calculated296

in the analysis of the fault stability (see step [2]), which is implemented as an297

initial condition. Consequently, the model is not in equilibrium.298

[4] The coordinates of the nodes and the stress variables of the elements are not299

allowed to change in model 2. However, the combination of new nodal co-300

ordinates and new initial stress conditions leads to unstable conditions as the301

total stress of GIA and background stress are now included. The simulation302

of stable conditions due to the fixed movement leads to the creation of reac-303

tion forces by ABAQUS, which are acting at each node to compensate for the304

(additional) stress in the elements and the changed nodal coordinates. In other305

words, ABAQUS adjusts the stress automatically, which may be appropriate306

in engineering studies but might lead to false results for this application. As307

not only the stress is included, but also the change in the nodal coordinates,308

the reaction forces are not the opposite of the stress values. The reaction forces309

applied at each node to maintain equilibrium are written to the output and are310

used in model 3.311

[5] In model 3 the same layer and material properties, initial stress conditions,312

and nodal coordinates as in model 2 are used. As in model 1, the sides of313

model 3 are not allowed to move in the horizontal direction. Furthermore, the314

fault is opened (definition in ABAQUS in this study: *Surface Interaction,315

name=IntProp-1; *Friction (µ); *Surface Behavior, no separation, pressure-316

overclosure=HARD; *Contact Pair, interaction=IntProp-1, type=SURFACE317
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TO SURFACE), and the reaction forces obtained from model 2 are applied318

(ABAQUS keyword: *Cload). The reaction forces consist of two components319

(vertical and horizontal) in 2D applications, which have to be applied as load320

to each node (node-number, component, value of the reaction force) in the321

Step setup of ABAQUS. For the application of this approach in 3D models,322

an additional reaction force component in the horizontal direction is obtained,323

which needs to be applied in the Step setup. The movement along an open fault324

contact is only driven by the changes in the stress field due to GIA, as the tec-325

tonic background stress and overburden pressure are assumed to be constant326

during the glacial period [e. g. Wu, 1996, Lund et al., 2009].327

[6] In the case of a movement along the fault, the displacement and stresses are328

changed. The displacement and stresses used in the input file of the fault model329

(model 3) are referred to as d0 and S0, respectively. In contrast, the output330

obtained from model 3 with an open fault contact is called d1 and S1. The331

difference between d1 and d0 is the change in the displacement, and the dis-332

placement from the output of model 1 at the following time points has to be333

changed accordingly by this difference. The same is done for the stress tensor,334

where the difference of S1 to S0 is extracted and used for all following time335

points. Only the output for the next time points from model 1 is changed due336

to the fault movement calculated with model 3.337

[7] If no fault movement occurred, the differences of d1 to d0 and of S1 to S0 are338

zero.339

[8] The next time point is used from model 1, and the displacement (d1 - d0) and340

stress (S1 -S0) differences from the time point before is added. The fault sta-341

bility is evaluated again, and if the fault is found to be not stable (CFS > 0), a342

new set of model 2 and 3 is created (see steps [3] - [6]). However, if the fault343
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is stable (CFS < 0), this set of models is not generated and the next time step344

is analyzed.345

The procedure described above works for any known 2D or 3D GIA model using346

the FEM, as only the output in the form of displacement and stress is taken. Thus,347

the GIA model itself is not affected by the fault slip, as no feedback from model 2348

and 3 to model 1 exists.349

4 Model setup350

For this preliminary study, a flat 2D earth model is developed, which consists of six351

layers (Fig. 3) that can be further subdivided in three different parts. The first part352

is the mechanical lithosphere, which is composed of a 40 km thick elastic crustal353

layer, and an elastic lithospheric mantle of 120 km. In total the lithosphere has a354

thickness of 160 km, which is the same as in general GIA studies dealing with355

North America [e. g. Peltier, 1984, Steffen et al., 2009]. The second part is the356

upper mantle, which consists of two layers each with a thickness of 250 km. In357

contrast to the lithosphere, the upper mantle is a viscoelastic layer with a viscosity358

of 7 · 1020Pa·s [Steffen et al., 2009]. A higher viscosity of 2 · 1022Pa·s is assumed359

for the lower mantle [Steffen et al., 2009], the third part of the earth model. This360

viscoelastic layer is divided in two sub-layers with the same viscosity, but different361

material parameters (Fig. 3). The rheological parameters in models 1, 2, and 3 are362

the same.363

Density, gravity, and Young’s modulus for all layers (Fig. 3) are determined from364

the Preliminary Reference Earth Model [PREM; Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981],365

and the viscosity values are obtained from general GIA studies constrained by ob-366

served data in North America. The sides of the earth model are fixed in the hori-367
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zontal direction.368

To account for the restoring buoyancy force that drives GIA, so-called Winkler369

foundations are used in the model (ABAQUS keyword: *Foundation), which are370

applied along boundaries with density contrasts. The Winkler foundations are cal-371

culated from the density contrast along the boundary and the gravity in the lower372

layer [Wu, 2004].373

The earth model of this study includes a fault surface without density contrast.374

Details about the location and parameters of the fault can be found in the next sec-375

tion. Quadrilateral plane strain elements with 4 nodes (ABAQUS keyword: CPE4)376

are used for all layers. In the crustal layer, the elements have a side length of ap-377

proximately 700 m. The size of the elements increases in the following layers and378

reaches ca. 200 km in the lowest layer. The mesh consist of 327,666 elements.379

Figure 3380

On the top of the earth model, a parabolic ice model (Fig. 3) is applied during381

glaciation (ABAQUS keyword: *Dload), which simulates the last glacial period382

in North America. The ice sheet has a maximum thickness of 3500 m at glacial383

maximum, and a width of 3000 km. It was shown by Amelung & Wolf [1994]384

that flat models without self-gravity can be used for the estimation of deformations385

inside the ice margin for large ice sheets (e. g. an ice-sheet width of 3000 km). To386

account for the size of the ice sheet and to avoid boundary effects, the model has a387

width of 40,000 km and a depth of 2891 km (approximately core-mantle boundary).388

The initial time is before glaciation, thus no ice is applied on the Earth’s surface.389

The volume of the ice sheet increases linearly for 100 ka, and decreases in the390

following 10 ka. For simplicity, the horizontal dimension of the ice sheet is not391

changed during the glacial period, i. e. there is no migration of the ice margin.392
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The new GIA model with a fault, which is a combination of earth and applied393

ice model, runs from the beginning of loading to 30 ka after glacial maximum.394

131 time points are created during the run of the model with a time step of 1 ka.395

The combination of all three models runs in ∼36 hours on a UNIX 2.27 GHz dual-396

core processor and 3.5 GB of RAM.397

5 The response of a fault due to GIA398

The example model includes a fault from the surface to a depth of 8 km located at399

the centre of the ice sheet. The fault dips at 45◦, giving a value for Θ of 45◦ for the400

first time point following equation (2). For the first time point, the maximum prin-401

cipal stress is horizontal, and Θ is the angle between the normal of the fault to the402

horizontal direction. Due to the changing stress directions and fault movements,403

the shear stress increases and the third term in equation (2) is not zero anymore.404

Therefore, a change in the angle Θ cannot be neglected; however, the fault angle α405

stays constant. The fault surface in this model consists of 10 elements on each side406

of the fault.407

The tectonic background stress in northeastern Canada is characterized by a thrust-408

ing regime [e. g. Zoback, 1992, Mazzotti & Townend, 2010, Steffen et al., 2012].409

A fault angle of 45◦ is chosen as it represents the mean value between the opti-410

mally orientated fault angle of 30◦ for the thrusting regime and the observed angle411

of GIFs of about 60◦ [Fenton, 1994, Juhlin et al., 2009, Brandes et al., 2012].412

The fault is described by a friction coefficient of 0.6 and negligible cohesion along413

the fault (ABAQUS does not allow the inclusion of a cohesion value as a contact414

property). For simplicity, zero pore pressure is assumed, which leads to a pore-fluid415

factor λf of 0.416
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Table 1 gives values for the horizontal background stress and overburden pressure at417

three depths (1 km, 10 km, and 15 km) obtained using equations (4) and (3), respec-418

tively. The horizontal background stress is the summation of overburden pressure419

and tectonic background stress, and depends not only on the depth, but also on the420

angle of the fault (45◦) and coefficient of friction (0.6) to keep the fault at frictional421

equilibrium before the onset of glaciation. Similar stress values at lower depth are422

obtained for a dry granitic crust [Shimada, 1993].423

Table 1424

The response of the GIA model shows the greatest vertical displacement below the425

maximum load at glacial maximum (-594 m). At 1900 km distance from the centre426

of the model, the peripheral bulge shows the maximum values for the positive verti-427

cal displacement (59 m). At glacial maximum, the axis of tilting, which is indicated428

by the changeover of the vertical displacement from negative to positive values,429

occurs at 1600 km, just outside of the ice sheet.430

Fig. 4 shows the horizontal rebound stress behaviour at glacial maximum (a), at the431

end of deglaciation (c), and 10 ka after the end of deglaciation (e), when no fault432

is included. The vertical and horizontal background stresses are both larger than433

the GIA stress (Table 1, Fig. 4), and are therefore removed for the visualization.434

The highest values of horizontal rebound stresses are obtained at glacial maximum435

(Fig. 4 (a)), but the values decrease only slowly with 21 MPa at glacial maximum436

to 14 MPa 10 ka after the end of deglaciation at the surface (Fig. 4 (c,e)). In con-437

trast, the vertical loading stress is decreased from ∼30 MPa at glacial maximum to438

0 MPa at the end of deglaciation and remains zero afterwards.439

The total stress determined by the background stress (see Table 1) and the rebound440

stress vary between a few MPa and several thousands of MPa with increasing depth.441
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To account for the stresses in the elements in model 2, reaction forces between -442

9.6 · 1023 N and 9.6 · 1023 N had to be applied at 2 ka before the end of deglaciation.443

The highest values were obtained close to the sides of the model at depths of about444

2700 km, as in this part the stresses are changing from several MPa to 0 MPa out-445

side the model.446

Figure 4447

The fault below the ice-sheet centre is stable for most of the time and becomes448

unstable 2 ka before the end of deglaciation. The fault stability at this location,449

which is determined in a subroutine, allows the opening of the fault contact and450

movement can occur. The fault slips during the earthquake with a maximum of451

22 m at 2 km depth. Fault slip decreases towards the fault tip and surface, giving a452

surface fault scarp of 19.74 m (Fig. 5). It was shown by Kim & Sanderson [2005]453

that the fault slip decreases towards the tips and is the maximum in the middle454

between both tips. However, only one fault tip is used here and the other side is455

open at the surface. One might expect the largest fault slip to be along the surface,456

but the combination of background stress, which increases with depth, and rebound457

stress, which decreases with depth, creates larger stresses at 2 km below the surface.458

Nevertheless, the total stress increases with depth, but the fixed fault tip prevents459

further movement, and the slip decreases between 2 km and the fault tip, which lies460

at 8 km depth.461

The fault movement releases most of the GIA stress along the fault, and stress is462

accumulated only at the lower part of the fault as the fault tip is fixed and cannot463

slip (Fig. 4 (d)). These large stresses were found in other studies as well, if a fixed464

fault tip is used [e. g. Schlagenhauf et al., 2008]. The stress might be released in465

post-seismic creep, which is not considered in this model. No other parts along466
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the fault, excluding the fault tip, are critically stressed again (Fig. 4 (f)). Therefore,467

no movement occurs at subsequent time points. However, faults at other locations468

might be activated due to the GIA stress.469

The time of fault slip is also visible in the distribution of fault stability (CFS) and470

normal and shear stress evolution along the fault plane (Fig. 6). At the surface and at471

4 km depth, shear and normal stress decrease by several MPa after the fault slipped.472

The change in normal and shear stress depends on the magnitude of these stresses473

before the fault was activated. The increase in CFS before fault activation is similar474

at all depths, but changes by about 100 MPa at the fault tip and only 7 MPa at the475

surface. The normal stress at 8 km depth increases after fault movement, which is476

not found for other depths and the shear stress. This might be related to the large477

stress build-up at the tip. After the fault slipped, no change in shear and normal478

stresses and fault stability is obtained.479

Figure 5480

Figure 6481

The distribution of the vertical displacement shows an upward motion of the hang-482

ing wall and a downward motion of the footwall (Fig. 7), indicative of a thrust-483

ing/reverse earthquake. The vertical displacement ranges between 12.5 m and -484

3.1 m, whereas in the far field of the fault the vertical displacement is 0 m. This485

is in agreement with the analytical solution obtained after Okada [1985] using an486

elastic half-space, which varies between 12.3 m and -3.0 m (Fig. 7, dashed red line).487

The analytical solution is obtained using the programme by Beauducel [2012]488

based on the values of the geometry of the rectangular fault (length, width, depth,489

strike, dip), the sense of movement (rake value, which is 90◦ for a thrust/reverse490

fault), and the fault slip. The behaviour of the fault movement is similar for mod-491
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elled and analytical solution, which verifies our implementation of fault reactivation492

and slip in the GIA model.493

Figure 7494

6 Conclusions495

In this paper we introduce a new approach to implement slip on a fault in general496

GIA models, which can be applied to large and small ice sheets. Our technique is497

applicable to any GIA model using the finite-element method. A cascaded three-498

step approach is used, in which the first is based on commonly used GIA models.499

An ice model is applied on top of an earth model, which includes a tied fault contact500

in the upper crust. The second step uses the results of the first model for each time501

point. The displacement is applied to change the nodal coordinates, and the stress502

is changed according to the theory of Wu [2004] by adding horizontal and vertical503

background stresses. The stress provides the initial conditions for the elements. The504

stress values together with the nodal coordinates are not in equilibrium, and both505

values are not allowed to change. In order to maintain equilibrium, reaction forces506

are applied. These forces oppose the applied stress and are estimated by fixing all507

degrees of freedom. In the third step, the fault contact is opened to release the GIA508

stress. The fault is only driven by the stress changes due to GIA, as horizontal and509

vertical stresses are assumed to be constant and no velocities are applied at the sides510

of the model.511

Our approach is illustrated using an example with a 45◦-dipping fault. Slip of up512

to 22 m is modelled to occur at the end of deglaciation, creating a fault scarp of513

19.74 m. The fault slip decreases with depth below 2 km. The vertical displacement514

shows that the earthquake is characterized by a thrusting/reverse mechanism, con-515
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sistent with field observations [e. g. Lagerbäck, 1978]. The GIA stress is released516

with this earthquake, but at the fault tip stress is still concentrated, which may be517

released in post-seismic creep, but this is not part of the current model.518

In the future, changes in the fault parameters (length, µ, C) as well as different519

locations, dipping angles, and the pore-fluid pressure will be tested. Additionally,520

the background stress conditions can be changed to a normal regime or strike-slip521

regime. Further possible parameters, which can be tested, are the magnitude of tec-522

tonic background stress, and changes in earth and ice model.523

In general, the development of this model algorithm enables the inclusion of more524

realistic faults within GIA models. This combination is expected to yield a better525

understanding of glacially induced faults, and what can be expected for regions526

where deglaciation is ongoing (e. g. Greenland).527
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Captions to Figures:724

725

Figure 1:726

Definition of the Mohr circle using the maximum and minimum principal stress727

magnitudes σ1 and σ3, and the definition of the fault stability value CFS depending728

on the fault angle α (inset). The line of failure is given for a fault without cohesion729

and with cohesion (red). The coefficient of friction µ, the normal stress σn and the730

shear stress τ are used for both equations. The angle Θ is related to the dipping731

angle of the fault α by equation (2).732

733

Figure 2:734

Flowchart illustrating the steps of the methodology.735

736

Figure 3:737

Structure of the model used for the implementation of faults. Springs represent738

foundations used in the model, triangles represent the fixed degree of freedom739

along the sides of the model, and the red line shows the fault in the crustal layer.740

The ice sheet follows a parabolic shape without any change in the horizontal741

dimension (grey body on top of the model). Density ρ, Young’s modulus E,742

Poisson’s ratio ν, viscosity η, gravity g and thickness values are given for each743

layer [after Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981, Steffen et al., 2009]. This model setup744

is used in all three models.745

746
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Figure 4:747

Horizontal stress component of the GIA stress for a model without fault (left) and748

with fault (right) for three different time points: (a, b) glacial maximum, (c, d) 2 ka749

before the end of deglaciation (at time of fault movement), (e, f) 10 ka after end750

of deglaciation. Tectonic background stress and overburden pressure are removed.751

The black line indicates the fault, and the purple line on top shows the location of752

the ice sheet during the glacial period. Noise level is due to finite-element structure753

and interpolation for plotting purposes.754

755

Figure 5:756

Fault slip along the fault at five depths during the last 30 ka of the GIA model. The757

purple line shows the load applied to the model.758

759

Figure 6:760

Normal stress, shear stress and fault stability (CFS) along the fault surface between761

100 ka (maximum glaciation) and 130 ka. The values are calculated at three depths762

along the fault surface: 0.5 km (surface, blue), 4 km (mid of the fault, green), and763

8 km (fault tip, red). The purple line shows the load applied to the model.764

765

Figure 7:766

Vertical displacement variation at 108 ka along the surface in 1D obtained from767

this model (black solid line) and calculated after Okada [1985] using an elastic768

half-space (dashed red line). The purple line indicates the location of the ice sheet769

during the glacial period.770

771
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Table 1

Stress magnitudes for overburden pressure and horizontal background stress at several

depths. Note that the horizontal background stress in the model is the summation of tectonic

background stress and overburden pressure.

Depth Horizontal background stress Overburden pressure

1 km 128 MPa 32 MPa

10 km 1282 MPa 320 MPa

15 km 1923 MPa 481 MPa
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Fig. 3.
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Fig. 6.
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